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Abstract—In-memory techniques keep data into faster and more expensive storage media for improving performance of big data
processing. However, existing mechanisms do not consider how to expedite the data processing applications that access the input
datasets only once. Another problem is how to reclaim memory without affecting other running applications. In this paper, we provide
scheduling-aware data prefetching and eviction mechanisms based on Spark, Alluxio, and Hadoop. The mechanisms prefetch data and
release memory resources based on the scheduling information. A mathematical method is proposed for maximizing the reduction of
data access time. To make the mechanisms applicable in large-scale environments, we propose a heuristic algorithm to reduce the
computational time. Furthermore, an enhanced version of the heuristic algorithm is also proposed to increase the amount of prefetched
data. Finally, we perform real-testbed and simulation experiments to show the effectiveness of the proposed mechanisms.
Index Terms—Big data processing, in-memory systems, scheduling information, data prefetching, data eviction
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INTRODUCTION

the era of Big Data, the amount of data on the world
will double in size every two years and reach at least 4.4
ZB by 2020 [1]. Cloud data management is one of the key
challenges to improve performance of processing large
amount of data. Nowadays, multi-tiered storage systems
are used in cloud data centers where different storage
media devices have a variety of capacity and performance
capabilities. A cloud data management system has to decide
which data should be placed on low-latency devices to meet
performance requirements. If there are datasets that will not
be accessed again, the management system should also evict
them to high-latency devices for releasing more valuable
resources to meet performance requirements of other
datasets.
In-memory techniques keep datasets in random access
memory to speed up processing of large amounts of datasets. The techniques are widely used in data processing
and data storage systems. The in-memory data processing
systems strive to analyze a large amount of data in a small
amount of time. By keeping the frequently used data in
memory, the execution time of jobs can be significantly
N
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improved, especially for the iterative jobs that iteratively
reading the same datasets. However, non-iterative jobs
are difficult to gain benefits from in-memory techniques,
and the memory resources may be wasted on storing
the datasets that will not be accessed again. Besides
improving read throughput, write workloads are major
bottleneck for data-intensive jobs. An in-memory data
storage system is able to address such bottleneck. It
caches output data in memory and achieves fault-tolerance by leveraging lineage [2].
In a large cloud data center, many data-intensive jobs
may be running simultaneously. However, each computing
node in the cloud has limited memory space to cache input
and output data for multiple jobs. When a job j1 is writing
its output datasets, the input datasets of job j2 may be
evicted from the memory due to contention of memory
resources. In such a case, if the job j2 cannot read its input
datasets from memory, its execution time will be extended.
To address this problem, there is a need for management of
memory usage for multiple jobs. Most in-memory data
processing systems reserve memory space for storing input
datasets, intermediate results, and application programs.
An in-memory data processing system usually caches data
in memory when the data is read or written. Nevertheless,
it cannot guarantee that the cached data will be reused.
Even if the data blocks will not be accessed again, the data
blocks may still be kept in memory until the eviction policy
throws them out. If there is not enough space to cache other
data blocks, the system will evict some data blocks from
memory using Least Recently Used (LRU) policy [3]. Inmemory storage systems adopt the same policy to deal with
the datasets. Due to that the policy is not aware of which
data blocks will be accessed, it may evict the data blocks
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that will be accessed in near future. In the meantime, it can
also keep other unnecessary data blocks in memory.
To deal with these problems, in this paper, we provide
the Scheduling-Aware Data Prefetching (SADP) for data
processing services in a cloud data center. The proposed
SADP includes data prefetching and data eviction mechanisms. Both of the mechanisms are aware of the job scheduling in the cloud. The prefetching mechanism is able to load
input data into memory before its corresponding tasks are
executed. It can avoid unnecessary prefetching workloads.
For the eviction mechanism, it aims to release memory
space without affecting the access of running applications.
When a block of datasets has already been processed by a
task, the data block will be released from memory space if it
will not be accessed again. The proposed mechanisms are
implemented by modifying Spark [4], Alluxio [5], and
Hadoop [6]. Apache Spark and Hadoop MapReduce have
become popular data processing systems. Especially for
Spark, it optimizes the execution of data-intensive applications with features of interactive data exploration and
multi-pass analytics. Alluxio is an in-memory data storage
system with ability to manage data in tiered storage. Multitiered storage is conducive to balance capacity and performance requirements of data storage. It provides more flexible data management in a cloud data center. Currently, the
existing data managements still do not take job scheduling
and prefetching deadline into account. The proposed mechanisms can use scheduling information to prefetch data in
time and then evict data without affecting the running
applications.
This paper is extended version of our previous work [7].
Comparing with the previous work, the paper makes the
following additional contributions:








Data prefetching mechanisms have been proposed to
accelerate the progress of data processing in previous work. However, some data blocks cannot be prefetched into memory in time. It causes unnecessary
workload and decrease the number of successfully
prefetched data blocks. In the paper, we redesign the
data prefetching mechanisms with the consideration
of deadline constraint.
The optimal solution of the data prefetching problem
is obtained by integer linear programming. To avoid
large computational time for obtaining the optimal
solution, a heuristic algorithm is presented in Section
4.2. Additionally, an enhanced version of the heuristic algorithm is also given in Section 4.3, which is not
proposed in previous work.
Comparing with the conference version, the proposed mechanisms can prefetch data to non-local
computing nodes. So that the number of prefetched
data blocks can be increased.
In addition to redesigning the data prefetching
mechanisms proposed in the conference version, the
journal version also extends the evaluations. More
metrics in real-testbed experiments are evaluated.
More existing mechanisms are compared with our
proposed mechanisms. Simulations are also performed to evaluate the proposed mechanisms in
large-scale cloud data centers.
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Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:


This paper proposes scheduling-aware data prefetching mechanisms with considering of deadline
constraint. The proposed mechanisms are able to
avoid unnecessary prefetching workloads caused by
the data blocks which cannot be prefetched in time.
 A data eviction mechanism considering multiple
jobs running on the cloud is presented, where each
computing node in the cloud has limited memory
resources.
 The data prefetching problem is optimally solved by
Integer Linear Programming (ILP). Moreover, two
efficient heuristic algorithms are also proposed to
solve the data prefetching problem in a large-scale
cloud data center.
 The mechanisms proposed in this paper are implemented on a real-testbed. The evaluations show that
the proposed mechanisms can achieve about 3.77
times faster than default mechanism in heterogeneous environment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related
work is given in Section 2. Section 3 gives system model.
Section 4 presents our mechanisms. Section 5 shows the
evaluations of the proposed mechanisms. Finally, section 6
concludes this paper.

2

RELATED WORK

To improve the performance of data processing, inmemory techniques have been extensively used in data processing systems. Spark [8] is a popular data processing framework for data analysis. It presents a data abstraction, called
resilient distributed dataset (RDD), which allows application
jobs to cache intermediate results in memory with a faulttolerance mechanism. Mammoth [9] is an implementation of
in-memory techniques based on MapReduce framework. It
aims to allocate and reclaim memory resources among computing nodes for enhancing overall performance of application jobs. In the system, each computing node is deployed a
special engine to globally manage the memory resources
among a cluster. GraphLab [10] is an efficient sharedmemory implementation of parallel computing framework
for machine learning. A graph-based data model is exploited
for representing data and computational dependencies.
However, it assumes all data can be stored in memory without the problem of resource contention. SINGA [11] is an
open-source platform for distributed deep learning. It is able
to support different neural net partitioning schemes and
training frameworks. Shared memory resources among the
systems are leveraged to store intermediate results for reducing data accessing costs. More data processing systems are
proposed for real-time purposes, such as Apache Storm [12]
and Yahoo! S4 [13]. Among existing in-memory data processing systems, these systems only take intermediate data of an
application job into account, therefore these in-memory data
processing systems can only benefit from the jobs iteratively
accessing the same datasets. On the other hand, memory
resource contention is not considered as well. If there are
multiple jobs running in the system, some portions of the
intermediate data will be evited from memory, such that
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these application jobs have to read them from hard disk
drives.
In general, there are two types of in-memory storage systems: file systems and database systems, respectively storing unstructured and structured data. Alluxio, formerly
called Tachyon [2], is a distributed file system. It can work
as a cache system to enhance performance of data accessing
for other file systems and databases. Alternatively, it can
work as a standalone in-memory file system managing the
storage resources. Mercury [14] is a distributed in-memory
database for storing structured data. A dedicated hash table
is designed for small data sizes of key-value pairs to
improve throughput of data analytics jobs. MICA [15] is a
key-value in-memory storage system focusing on both readand write-intensive jobs. It aims to use fewer high-performance computing nodes to reduce latency of data access.
New data structure and memory management are designed
for optimizing data store and cache by using the properties
of the jobs. Pilaf [16] is a distributed in-memory key-value
storage system with high-performance networks. It allows
application jobs directly access the data stored in memory
from remote computing nodes. A self-verifying data structure is also provided to address contention of read-write
operations. Including above systems, most existing in-memory storage systems focus on design of memory management based on specific properties of data structures and
iterative jobs. However, the job scheduling is not taken into
account. In this work, we focus on the Hadoop Distributed
File System and provide data prefetching mechanisms
based on the schedulers provided by Hadoop. Alluxio is
used to manage memory resources among the distributed
system.
Job scheduling plays an important role in allocating CPU
and memory resources for executing data processing jobs
among a large-scale cloud. There are three popular scheduling modes to deal with multiple jobs: Standalone, Mesos,
and YARN. In standalone mode, all jobs in a cluster are run
in FIFO (first in, first out) order. The tasks of each job can be
allocated to all computing nodes for reaching maximum
usage of CPU and memory resources [3]. In Mesos mode,
the system allocates resources in accordance with userdefined policy, such as fair sharing and strict priority [17]. It
can also share system resources at different granularities
based on latency requirements of Spark jobs. In YARN
mode, one of simple FIFO, Capacity, and Fair Share schedulers can be selected depending on the user needs [18]. In
addition, data locality can have significant impacts on job
scheduling. A task of running jobs prefers to be allocated to
where its input data stored. Therefore, the job schedulers
are designed around the general principle of data locality.
Data prefetching has been widely used in data processing systems [19], [20], [21]. The authors of [19] implemented
PACMan to speed up the execution of MapReduce jobs by
caching the input data in memory. In the proposed caching
mechanisms, the number of parallel tasks was mainly concerned. If an input data block of a running task is not
cached, the job execution time can be extended. LIFE and
LFU-F were two eviction mechanisms proposed for minimizing the average job execution time and maximizing system efficiency, respectively. Data prefetching was used to
enhance the access of singly-accessed data blocks. The
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authors of [21] designed HPSO to provide data prefetching
service for improving data locality of MapReduce. The proposed HPSO predicts the remaining execution time of map
tasks and further estimates which computing unit will
become idle. Each computing node is able to automatically
complete data prefetching before a map task is launched.
The authors of [20] addressed the non-local straggler problem in MapReduce by leveraging data prefetching. A speculative scheduler was proposed to predict the appearance
time and the location of future non-local straggler tasks.
The FlexFetch was built to generate prefetching requests
based on the proposed speculative scheduler and allocate
network resources for data prefetching. To allocate appropriate network resources, the authors implemented an
OpenFlow-based network controller to guarantee the endto-end network transition rate. Among the existing mechanisms, the prefetching deadline and resource contentions
are not taken into account.

3

PRELIMINARIES

This section presents the system model of in-memory systems used in this paper. The definitions regarding to the
data prefetching problem are also provided.

3.1 System Description
Spark is a big data processing framework designed to be
fast and general. The resilient distributed dataset is the core
concept in Spark. It represents a collection of data partitions
distributed across many computing nodes. A Spark job can
be divided into two or more stages, where each stage consists of a set of tasks. The stages are processed in order
defined by a directed acyclic graph (DAG). A central process, called the driver, is responsible for coordinating with a
number of executors to run the tasks of the given job. The
number of tasks in a stage is the same as that of data partitions generated in the previous stage. Each task within a job
accesses its corresponding data partition, then it performs
either transformation or action operations. If a task performs
transformation, its output is constructed as new RDDs. If it
performs action, it will return the computing results to the
driver process or store the output of the job. When a Spark
job is submitted, the driver process firstly asks the cloud
manager for resources to launch executors. Tasks of the
given job are sent to the executors to perform transformation or action operations. In the first stage of a job, the tasks
usually perform transformation operation to load each data
block of the input datasets from an external storage system
and create RDDs. In the last stage, the tasks perform action
operation to save output results to the external storage system. Our proposed mechanisms aim to prefetch and evict
the data blocks of the datasets stored in the external storage
system, instead of the data partitions of RDDs used in data
processing layer. Therefore, the proposed mechanisms can
be applied to MapReduce framework [22] as well, where
the input data blocks of map tasks and the output data
blocks of reduce tasks are concerned to be prefetched or
evicted to/from the memory of the external storage. The
intermediate output data of the map tasks is not taken into
account.
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Fig. 1. The architecture of our system.

Alluxio is the external storage system used in this paper.
It supports tiered storage to manage data blocks stored in
memory (MEM) and hard disk drive (HDD). When a job is
writing new data blocks to the external storage, the data
blocks will be firstly cached to the memory. If there is no
enough space to accommodate new data blocks, the system
will evict the least recently used data blocks cached memory
by default. For the under storages, Alluxio can integrate
with various under storages, such as Apache HDFS [23],
OpenStack Swift [24], Amazon S3 [25], etc. The HDFS, a
popular distributed file system, is used as the under storage
of Alluxio. It can be deployed to the same computing nodes
with Spark and Alluxio, so that the system can take advantage of data locality to avoid network transmission delay.
The system architecture we used is illustrated in Fig. 1. As
shown in Fig. 1, Spark, Alluxio and Hadoop are installed
among the computing nodes, where Spark and MapReduce
are responsible for executing data processing jobs. Alluxio
is the external storage system of the Spark. It reserves a part
of memory space of each computing node for caching data
blocks from its under storage system. HDFS is Alluxio’s
under storage system storing input and output datasets of
Spark jobs in hard disk drives.
The proposed data prefetching and eviction mechanisms
can be applied to another computing framework if its
scheduler is able to provide explicit task assignments based
on current system status. Due to the prediction of where
and when a task will be launched are the important metrics,
the proposed mechanisms are suggested to be used with the
schedulers which are able to assign a task to the same computing node when the statuses of computing resources and
data locations are the same. Otherwise, the schedulers can
make inaccurate prediction of task assignments and cause
lower performance.

3.2 System Model and Definitions
This paper investigates scheduling-aware data prefetching
and eviction mechanisms in heterogeneous cloud environments. Before elaborating our proposed mechanisms, we
first give the following definitions.
Given a large-scale cloud with a set of computing nodes
N. Each computing node n 2 N has reserved a certain size of
memory space for caching data blocks. The available
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memory space is firstly used for data prefetching. If the
memory is full, the system will evict suitable number of data
blocks from memory. A job in the cloud consists of a number
of tasks, where each task ti of the job is associated with an
input split size tsi . If the input split size of a task is greater
than the size of data blocks, the task has to receive two or
more data blocks to find the corresponding data records as
input. For example, a task with 128MB of input split size has
to access two 64 MB data blocks. According to the running
state, the tasks can be classified into three types: completed
tasks, running tasks, and pending tasks. The information of
both job scheduling and datasets can be obtained from the
master node of the system. Each computing node in the
cloud periodically reports the states of the running tasks and
the stored data blocks to the master node. Therefore, the master can allocate pending tasks to the computing nodes based
on a specific scheduling policy. Furthermore, it can predict
which pending task will be launched after a running task is
completed on a node. For the datasets, there are two sets of
data blocks Dh and Dm . Each data block di in Dh and Dm is
associated with a data block size dsi . To simplify the prefetching problem, we set 64 MB as the basic data block size and
assume that all data block sizes are multiples of 64 MB. If a
data block size is 128 MB, it can be normalized as 2 basic data
block size. In the following sections, we use the basic data
block size to count the number of available storage space.
The Dh denotes a set of data blocks stored in the disks. Dp is
a subset of Dh , where each data block di 2 Dp is not cached in
memory and its corresponding task is predicted to be
launched on a specific computing node. The Dm denotes a
set of data blocks cached in memory. De is a subset of Dm .
For each data block di 2 De , its corresponding task is completed. Among the computing nodes, the available memory
space is represented by a set of memory blocks M, where
each memory block mk 2 M can cache a data block. All data
blocks are assumed to be accessed by write-once, readmany-times pattern [26].
Estimation of data access time is complicated especially in
heterogeneous clouds. The queuing model M=G=m=m þ r is
applied to evaluate the data access performance in could
computing systems [27]. In our system model, all computing
nodes can report the data access rates and network transmission rates for dynamical estimation. For each computing
node n 2 N, the master node maintains real-time disk access
rate rhn and memory access rate rm
n , respectively. With the
real-time information, if a data block di with size dsi is stored
disk
ðn; di Þ and
on node n 2 N, the local disk access time Tlocal
mem
memory access time Tlocal ðn; di Þ can be estimated by dsi  rhn
and dsi  rm
n , respectively. The real-time network transmission rates are maintained in an jNj by jNj matrix R. If a data
block di with size dsi is sent from nj to nk , its network transmission time can be estimated by dsi  Rjk .

Definition 1. If a task is running on the node nr and its corresponding data block di 2 Dh is stored in the disk of node nh ,
the disk access time of the data block di is estimated by
disk
disk
ðnr ; nh ; di Þ ¼ Tlocal
ðnh ; di Þ þ Ttrans ðnr ; nh ; di Þ;
Taccess

(1)

disk
where Tlocal
ðnh ; di Þ is the access time taken for the local disk of
node nh storing the data block di , Ttrans ðnr ; nh Þ is the network
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TABLE 1
Summary of Notations
Notation

Description

N
Dh
Dm
Dp

A set of computing nodes in the cloud.
A set of data blocks stored in the hard disk drives.
A set of data blocks cached in the memory.
A set of data blocks stored in the hard disk drives,
where their corresponding tasks are the pending
tasks predicted to be launched.
A the set of data blocks cached in the memory,
where their corresponding tasks are completed.
A set of memory blocks, where each memory block
mk 2 M can cache a data block.
The number of available memory space in the
computing node nm .
A running task associated with a remaining
execution time Tremain ðtr Þ. After the task tr is
completed, a task ti is will be launched on the same
node. Then, its corresponding data block di will be
prefetched to a node nm .
A coefficient that is set to
disk
1 þ max8dj 2Dm ^8nm 2N Taccess
ðnm ; dj Þ.
A binary variable indicating whether a data blocks
di is prefetched to memory of node nm .
A binary variable indicating whether a data blocks
dj is evicted from memory of node nm .

De
M
am
tr

a
xim
yjm

transmission time taken for node nr to retrieve data block di
from a remote computing node nh . Note that, the data block di
can be cached to the memory of another node different from nr
and nh .

Definition 2. If a data block dj 2 Dm is cached in memory of
node nm , the memory access time of the data block dj is estimated by
mem
mem
Taccess
ðnr ; nm ; dj Þ ¼ Tlocal
ðnm ; dj Þ þ Ttrans ðnr ; nm ; dj Þ; (2)
mem
where Tlocal
ðnm ; dj Þ is the access time taken for local memory
of node nm cached the data block dj . If the data block dj 2 Dm
is determined to be evicted and written to a data block di 2 Dh
stored node nh , its eviction cost can be estimated by Eq. (1).

Definition 3. Given a task running on node nr , a data block
di 2 Dh stored in the disk of node nh , a data block dj 2 Dm representing the data block di cached in memory of node nm . The
benefit time earned by caching the data block di to memory of
node nm can be estimated as
Tbenefit ðnr ; nh ; di ; nm ; dj Þ
disk
mem
ðnr ; nh ; di Þ  Taccess
ðnr ; nm ; dj Þ:
¼ Taccess

process
task
access
Tremain
ðtr Þ ¼ Tremain
ðtr Þ þ Tremain
ðtr Þ;

(4)

access
ðtr Þ is the
where tr is a task running on node nr , Tremain
process
ðtr Þ is remaining
remaining data access time, and Tremain
data processing time. The remaining data access time can be
estimated by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), and replacing the input
data size dsi by the remaining input data size drs
i . Finally, the
tr
remaining data access time can be estimated by dsr
i  rnr .

4

SCHEDULING-AWARE DATA PREFETCHING

4.1 Optimal Solution
The data prefetching problem can be optimally solved by
Integer Linear Programming. ILP is a mathematical technique to the found optimal solution, where its canonical
form includes a linear objective function, a number of linear
constraints, and an integer solution set. In this section, the
canonical form of ILP corresponding to the prefetching
problem is expressed as Eq. (5) to Eq. (12). The used notations can be found in Table 1.
X X
xim  fTbenefit ðnm ; di Þ þ ag
Maximize
8di 2Dp 8nm 2N



X

X

8dj 2De 8nm 2N

disk
yjm  Taccess
ðnm ; dj Þ;

X

subject to 8di 2 Dp ;

8nm 2N

8di 2 Dp ;

X

xim  dsi  am ;

(5)

(6)

xim  1;

(7)

yjm  1;

(8)

xim  Tbenefit ðnm ; di Þ > 0;

(9)

8nm 2N

(3)

Note that, if a data block di can be prefetched to the memory of node nm , it has to satisfy the prefetching conditions:
1) The prefetching of data block di can be completed before
the corresponding pending task is launched. 2) The benefit
time is greater than 0. 3) The size of the data block has to
smaller or equal to the available memory space. Based on
the above definitions and conditions, the main objective of
the data prefetching problem is to find an optimal dataset
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Dopt from Dp and De , which can maximize the total benefit
time and minimize the total data eviction cost.
Estimation of task remaining time is critical to predict
when a pending task will be launched. We follow our previous work [28] to estimate the data processing time of a new
task by using the computing resources, the number of
instructions, input data size, etc. Moreover, the data process
rate of a task t on a node n, denoted by rtn , is also sent to the
master node for monitoring the performance changes. So
the data processing time of a task t running on node n,
denoted by Tp rocessðn; tÞ, can be dynamically estimated by
dsi  rtn , where dsi is the size of the input data block di .
The estimation of task remaining time is estimated by

8dj 2 De ;

The benefit time Tbenefit ðnm ; di Þ earned by caching the data
block di is required to be removed when the data block dj is
evicted for data prefetching.

VOL. 30, NO. 8,

X

8di 2 Dp ;

X
8nm 2N

8nm 2N

X

8di 2 Dp ;

8nm 2N

8nm 2 N;

disk
xim  Taccess
ðnm ; di Þ < Tremain ðtr Þ;

X
8di 2Dp

xim  dsi 

X
8dj 2De

yjm  dsj ¼ am ;

8di 2 Dp ^ 8dj 2 De ^ 8nm 2 N; xim ; yjm 2 f0; 1g:

(10)

(11)

(12)
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For the Eq. (5), it is the objective function of the canonical
form. There are two terms in the objective function. The first
term is the benefit time of the data blocks prefetching to
memory, and the second term is the benefit time that have
to be removed due to the eviction of data blocks. The symbol Dp denotes a set of data blocks stored in hard disk
drives, where their corresponding tasks are predicted to be
launched. The De denotes a set of data blocks cached in
memory, where their corresponding tasks are completed. N
is a set of nodes in the cloud. In the Eq. (5), the data prefetching and eviction can be obtained based on the binary
variables xim and yjm , respectively. If xim is 1, the corresponding data block di is selected to be cached in memory
of node nm , where the data block di can earn the benefit
time Tbenefit ðnm ; di Þ. If yjk is also 1, the corresponding data
block dj is evicted from memory of node nm . The evicted
data block may have to store back to disk, where the cost of
eviction is estimated Eq. (1). The coefficient is set to
a¼1þ

max

8dj 2Dm ^8nm 2N

disk
Taccess
ðnm ; dj Þ:

(13)

By setting the coefficient a, each weight of xim has larger
weight than each weight of yjm . It guarantees that the data
prefetching works when the disk access cost of storing
evicted data blocks is greater than the earned benefit time.
In accordance with the constraints of Eq. (7) to Eq. (12), the
canonical form will maximize the benefit time. If the memory is full and there is a data block di which weight is
greater than the data block dj ’s weight, the objective function will evict dj and cache di by setting xim and yjm as 1. If
there is a data block that is evicted from memory, the canonical form will cache another data block due to Eq. (11). The
reason will be explained later. From the above description,
we can know that the canonical form will firstly prefetch
high-weight data blocks. Then, it replaces low-weight data
blocks by high-weight data blocks. Eq. (6) expresses that the
data block’s size dsi had to small or equal to the available
memory space am on node nm . Eqs. (7) and (8) respectively
express that a data block stored in hard disk drives or memory can only be cached or evicted once. Eq. (9) denotes that
a data block can be prefetched if and only if the access time
of the data block can be improved. Eq. (10) is the time constraint indicating that the selected data block di has to be
prefetched in time. Tremain ðtr Þ denotes the running task tr ’s
remaining execution time. In Eq. (11), the number of prefetched data blocks in a node should equal to the number of
evicted data blocks plus the free memory space of the node.
Due to this constraint, the high-weight data blocks will fill
up the free memory space of the system, and the low-weight
data blocks in memory can be replaced by high-weight data
blocks. Finally, the Eq. (12) is given for setting the solution
domain. The variables xim and yjm can only be 0 or 1, respectively. Note that, there are many dynamical parameters can
also be changed in different runs depending on dynamical
workloads, such as a and am . In our system, all dynamical
parameters are reported from the computing nodes and collected on the master node, so the master node is able to use
these parameters locally.
In the above canonical form, there are jDp j  jNj and
jDe j  jNj binary variables in xim and yjm . In a cloud, the

Fig. 2. The pseudo-code of the heuristic algorithm.

number of nodes jNj can be up to 25,000 [29]. Solving ILP is
well-known to be NP-complete [30]. If jDp j, jDe j and jNj are
large, the above canonical form of ILP will take much
computational time to obtain the optimal solution of the
prefetching problem. To reduce the computational time, we
propose two heuristic algorithms for the data prefetching
problem.

4.2 Heuristic Algorithm
In this section, we present a heuristic algorithm, which also
assumes that the scheduling information is available from
computing layer. The algorithm consists of three phases: initial phase, prefetching phase and eviction phase. The basic
idea of the heuristic algorithm is given in Fig. 2. When a job
is submitted, the job is associated with an input dataset, and
then it will be put in a ready queue. The input dataset is
divided into multiple data blocks. Each task of the job can
read or write its corresponding data block from/to the
external storage. Before submitting the job, multiple data
processing jobs may have been running simultaneously in
the cloud. In such a case, a data processing job may be
repeated several times. The characteristic of each task of a
job can be known in advance. The characteristic provides
the information such as the task progress and the average
task execution time in accordance with the input data block.
Using the information, the completion time of a task can be
predicted. For example, the completion time of a task can be
roughly predicted by the average task execution time minus
the elapsed time of the task. The input data blocks stored in
hard disk drives are collected in a set of data blocks Dh . The
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Dm denotes the set of data blocks that have been cached in
memory. The states and locations of the data blocks can be
obtained from the external storage system. In the heuristic
algorithm, the initial phase is used to find which data blocks
are prefetchable and evictable. In prefetching phase, it predicts when and which pending tasks will be launched on
specific computing nodes. The corresponding data blocks of
the pending tasks are prefetched to the computing nodes
which will run the pending tasks. If a task has processed its
corresponding data, the data block can be evicted from the
memory. The eviction phase releases memory resources if
remaining memory space is not enough to prefetch data
blocks.

4.2.1 Initial Phase
Before a new job is submitted to the cloud, its input datasets
have already been stored in the external storage system.
When a new job is submitted to the cloud, both of its input
and output datasets have been specified. The new job is
then put in a job ready queue for waiting for execution.
While there may already be a number of jobs running simultaneously in the cloud, it is necessary to find the following
data blocks before running the pending tasks of the jobs.


Prefetchable data blocks (The data blocks that can be prefetched into memory). Considering multiple jobs running on the cloud with limited computing resources,
only a portion of tasks can run simultaneously in the
cloud at a time. According to job scheduling, each
job running on the cloud can only launch a specific
number of tasks. Some pending tasks have to wait
for execution. If the input data blocks of these pending tasks are not cached in memory, these data
blocks are classified as prefetchable data blocks. In
other words, the prefetchable data blocks are the
input data blocks of the pending tasks, which are not
cached in memory.
 Evictable data blocks (The data blocks that can be evicted
from memory). When multiple jobs running in the
cloud, several data blocks may have been cached in
memory. If a job reads its input dataset from the external storage system, each task of the job only reads one
data block of the dataset. If the input data block of a
completed task is not a prefetchable data block, it
will not be accessed again. Evicting such data block
will not affect accessing of other running tasks. In
this phase, the proposed mechanism decides which
data blocks can be evicted without affecting other
running tasks.
An example is given in Fig. 3, where there are two jobs
running in a cloud with the Fair scheduling. The job j1 performs reading, and the job j2 performs writing, respectively.
Based on the job scheduling, the jobs j1 and j2 respectively
hold two executors to perform their tasks. The t1;4 and t1;5
are two tasks of job j1 respectively reading data blocks d1;4
and d1;5 from the external storage system. The tasks t2;5 and
t2;6 of job j2 read the data blocks d2;5 and d2;6 , respectively.
There are 11 data blocks d1;1 , d1;2 , d1;3 , d1;4 , d1;5 , d2;1 , d2;2 , d2;3 ,
d2;4 , d2;5 , and d2;6 that have already cached in memory of the
external storage system, where d2;1 , d2;2 , d2;3 , and d2;4 are the
new data blocks generated by the job j2 . In the example, we

Fig. 3. An example to demonstrate the heuristic algorithm.

assume that all data blocks have the same size and the external storage system can at most cache 12 data blocks in memory. The initial phase firstly determines which data blocks
are evictable. Based on the task execution log, the tasks t1;1 ,
t1;2 , t1;3 , t2;1 , t2;2 , t2;3 , and t2;4 are finished. Therefore, their
corresponding input data blocks d1;1 , d1;2 , d1;3 , d2;1 , d2;2 , d2;3 ,
and d2;4 are decided to be evictable data blocks. After finding the evictable data blocks, the eviction phase then determines which data blocks can be prefetched into memory. In
this phase, all of the pending tasks t1;6 , t1;7 , t1;8 , t1;9 , t2;7 , t2;8 ,
t2;9 , and t2;10 are the tasks that will be launched in near
future. Their corresponding input data blocks d1;6 , d1;7 , d1;8 ,
d1;9 , d2;8 , d2;7 , d2;9 , and d2;10 are decided to be the prefetchable
data blocks. Totally, eight data blocks are decided to be prefetchable data blocks. The initial phase just decides which
data blocks are evictable and prefetchable. The executions
of prefetching and eviction are actually performed in the
following prefetching phase and eviction phase.

4.2.2 Prefetching Phase
The proposed mechanism turns into the prefetching phase.
When the free memory resources are distributed across the
cloud data center, a pending task may be launched on a
computing node different from the location of its corresponding data block. The job scheduling allocates pending
tasks to computing nodes with consideration of data locality. In prefetching phase, it firstly predicts when and which
pending task will be allocated to a computing node, then
the corresponding data block of the task is selected to be
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prefetched to the node. By receiving the state reports from
each computing node, the master node maintains the progress and the elapsed execution time of each running task.
The remaining execution time of a running task tr is estimated by Eq. (4).
Based on estimation of the remaining execution time, we
can predict when and where an executor will be released
for running another pending task. In the prefetching phase,
it performs data prefetching on the computing nodes in
order of the release sequence of the executors. As shown in
the example of Fig. 3, the running tasks are completed by
the sequence of t1;4 , t1;5 , t2;5 , t2;6 . Base on the sequence, the
prediction will be progressed in the order of n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 .
As mentioned in Section 2, the job scheduling prefers to
allocate pending tasks to where their input data blocks
located to achieve data locality [18]. Based on data locality
and scheduling policy, we can predict which pending tasks
will be launched on a specific computing node. In the Fig. 3,
the task t1;4 is running on computing node n1 . If the running
task t1;4 is completed, the node n1 will release an executor to
run another pending task. The job scheduling will allocate a
task of j1 to node n1 , because each job holds the same number of executors to run its tasks. To achieve data locality, the
job scheduling prefers to find a task whose corresponding
data block is closest to the computing node. Therefore, the
pending task t1;6 will be allocated to the node n1 . The corresponding data block d1;6 of task t1;6 is selected to be prefetched. After prediction, the data block d1;6 is judged
whether it can be prefetched. If a data block di can be prefetched to node nm , it satisfies the prefetching conditions.
disk
ðn1 ; d1;6 Þ is
In the example of Fig. 3, the access time Taccess
less than Tremain ðt1;4 Þ, and the Tbenefit ðn1 ; d1;6 Þ is 15. It means
that the data block d1;6 can be prefetched to n1 in time and
can gain benefit time. Each computing node in cluster will
be checked to find a placement that can obtain the maximized benefit time. In the example, the data block d1;6 is
decided to be prefetched to node n1 . The prefetching phase
will check each computing node to predict and find a prefetching placement with maximized benefit time. The tasks
t1;7 , t2;7 , and t2;8 are predicted to be launched on node n2 , n3 ,
and n4 , respectively. Finally, only d1;7 , d2;7 , and d2;8 are prefetched in memory of n3 , n4 , and n2 , respectively. The total
benefit time is 46.
The effectiveness of data prefetching is dependent on
how many data blocks can be prefetched before the corresponding tasks are launched. In a cloud computing system,
many jobs may be run simultaneously. Data prefetching
can cause resource contention if there are insufficient
storage or network bandwidth. In such a case, the system
cannot guarantee that all data blocks of pending tasks can
be cached before the corresponding tasks are launched. In
the example of Fig. 3, t1;7 and t2;8 are two tasks predicted to
be launched on node n2 and n4 , respectively. However, if
we restrict that the data blocks can only be prefetched to the
nodes where the pending tasks will be launched, the data
blocks d1;7 and d2;8 cannot be prefetched to the nodes n2 and
n4 , due to the time limitation. If a data block of pending
task is not prefetched, it will extend the execution time of
the whole job [3], [19]. With limited available resources, the
data blocks should be prefetched as many as possible for
the pending tasks. Therefore, our proposed mechanisms
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allow prefetching data blocks to the nodes different from
where the pending tasks will be launched.

4.2.3 Eviction Phase
In the initial phase, the evictable data blocks are found.
However, there are two types of evictable data blocks: unmodified data blocks and modified data blocks. The unmodified data blocks are not changed when they are caching
in memory. Conversely, the modified data blocks are new or
updated data blocks. These data blocks are maintained by the
external storage system. By default, the external storage system achieves data fault tolerance using lineage technique [2].
Any changes of data blocks are traced by a logical directed
acyclic graph. It means that any data blocks written by jobs
will be persisted in the memory first. If these data blocks are
evicted from memory before writing to hard disk drives, the
evicted data blocks will be lost. Therefore, if the modified
data blocks are selected to be evicted, these data blocks
should be written to the hard disk drives before eviction. In
the eviction phase, it decides which evictable data blocks
should be evicted from memory of the node if there is no
available space. To avoid affecting other tasks accessing their
data blocks, the empty memory space is preferred to be used.
Instead of modified data blocks, the un-modified data blocks
are firstly selected to be evicted from memory. After the prefetching phase, the destinations of the prefetched data blocks
have been decided. The computing nodes have to reserve
memory resource for the prefetched data blocks. In the example of Fig. 3, d1;6 , d1;7 , d2;7 , and d2;8 are prefetched in memory
of n1 , n3 , n4 , and n2 , respectively. The computing nodes n1 , n3
and n2 respectively have to evict one of the evictable data
blocks. For the computing node n1 , it holds two evictable
data blocks d1;2 and d2;1 , where d1;2 is an un-modified data
block, and d2;1 is a modified data block. According to the
mechanism described above, the d1;2 and d1;1 are prior to be
selected by n1 and n2 , respectively. A modified data block d2;2
is selected by node n3 because there is no un-modified data
block chaced in n3 . After selecting the un-modified and modified data blocks, the selected modified data blocks are
updated to the original copies stored in the disks. If a modified data block is a completely new data block, it will be
stored in the local disk of computing node caching the modified data block. Finally, the selected data blocks are erased
from memory.
4.3 Enhancements to Heuristic Algorithm
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the effectiveness of data prefetching is dependent on the number of prefetched data
blocks. However, the heuristic algorithm cannot achieve the
maximum number of the prefetched data blocks. Additionally, the total benefit time cannot be maximized as well. In
this section, we propose an enhanced version of the heuristic algorithm to maximize the total number of prefetched
data blocks and the benefit time.
In the heuristic algorithm, we have predicted which tasks
will be launched on specific computing nodes P , and the
evictable data blocks have also been found De . To maximize
the number of prefetched data blocks and the total benefit
time, the enhanced version of the heuristic algorithm plans
to prefetch the data blocks to more suitable computing
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Fig. 5. A subgraph representing the relationship between the data blocks
and the appropriate computing nodes.

Fig. 4. The pseudo-code to establish a network flow graph.

nodes. Based on the new prefetching results, the evicted
data blocks are also reselected.
To achieve the goal, we transform the data prefetching
problem to the maximum-cost maximum-flow problem. A
three-step algorithm is proposed to establish the network
graph, as shown in Fig. 4.

Definition 4. Given a network flow graph G ¼ ðV; EÞ, where V
is a set of nodes, E is a set of directed edges. Two special nodes
represent a source node s 2 V and a sink node t 2 V . The
amount of flow sent from the source node s to the sink node t is
denoted by f, where the leaving flow of the source node s must
equal to the entering flow of sink node t. Other than the source
node s and the sink node t, the amount of flow entering a node
v 2 V is equal to the amount of flow leaving the node v. Each
edge ðu; vÞ 2 E is associated with a sub flow fs ðu; vÞ  0, a
capacity aðu; vÞ > 0, and a cost cðu; vÞ, where the capacity represents the maximum amount of the flow which can be sent via
the edge (aðu; vÞ  fs ðu; vÞ). If a sub flow fs ðu; vÞ is sent by the
edge ðu; vÞ, the cost of passing the edge is fs ðu; vÞ  cðu; vÞ.
The maximum-cost maximum-flow problem is to find the maximum amount of flow f passing the network graph with maximum total cost.
4.3.1 The First Step
In the prefetching phase, it has predicted which pending
task will be launched, and the corresponding data blocks

are represented by a set of Dp . However, the heuristic
algorithm may not obtain optimal total benefit time. Due
to the remaining execution time of the running tasks,
some data blocks may not be prefetched in time as well.
In such a case, the pending tasks have to find other
appropriate computing nodes to prefetch their corresponding data blocks. When processing a prefetching
request for a data block, it is required to confirm which
computing nodes can satisfy the prefetching conditions.
In accordance with these constraints, each pending task
can find one or more computing nodes to prefetch its corresponding data block. In the example of Fig. 3, the tasks
t1;6 , t1;7 , t2;7 , and t2;8 are predicted to be launched on computing node n1 , n2 , n4 , and n3 , respectively. Based on the
deadline constraint, if a data block di can be cached in
memory of computing node nm in time, then a directed
edge is connected from di to nm . The relationship between
the data blocks and the appropriate computing nodes can
be modeled as a subgraph of the network flow graph, as
shown in Fig. 5.
The capacity and cost of each edge are set as follows. For
each directed edge ðdi ; nm Þ connected from di to nm , the
capacity aðdi ; nm Þ is set to 1 and the cost cðdi ; nm Þ is set to
Tbenefit þ a, where Tbenefit ðnm ; di Þ is the benefit time estimated by Eq. (3) and a is the maximal disk access time plus
1 estimated by Eq. (13).

4.3.2 The Second Step
The computing nodes have to reserve memory space to
cache the prefeched data blocks. In the SADP, the available
memory space of each computing node is represented by
several memory blocks, where each memory block can
cache a data block with the maximal size. The memory
blocks will be used first for data prefetching. If the memory
blocks are not available on a node, some data blocks cached
in memory need to be replaced by the prefetched data
blocks. In the initial phase of the heuristic algorithm, the
evictable data blocks are found. Based on the locations of
evictable data blocks and the memory blocks, we can extend
the graph of Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 6, each computing node
is connected to the evictable data blocks if the node caches
them. Note that, each memory block is connected with the
node where it is located. The node n4 also connects to a
memory block m1 . For each new edge from nm in N to dj in
De , the capacity aðnm ; dj Þ is set to 1 and the cost cðnm ; dj Þ is
set to 0. For the memory blocks, each edge from nm in N to
mk in M, the capacity aðnm ; mk Þ is set to 1 and the cost
cðnm ; mk Þ is set to 0.
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Fig. 6. A subgraph established by the second step.

4.3.3 The Third Step
In the third step, a source node s and a sink node t are
added to complete the network flow graph. The source
node s is connected to each prefetched data block di in Dp .
For each edge ðs; di Þ connected from s to di , the capacity
aðs; di Þ is set to 1 and the cost cðs; di Þ is set to 0. For each
edge ðdj ; tÞ connected from dj to t, the capacity aðdj ; tÞ is set
disk
to 1, the cost cðdj ; tÞ is set to the negative of Taccess
ðno ; do Þ,
where no is the computing node which caches the data block
do , and the do is the original copy of dj stored in hard disk
drives. If the data block dj doesn’t have to store back to the
hard disk drives, the cost cðdj ; tÞ is set to 0. By adding the
source node s and the sink node t, a network flow graph
can be constructed as shown in Fig. 7.
4.3.4

Solving the Maximum-Cost Maximum-Flow
Problem
The maximum-cost maximum-flow problem is a variation
of the well-known minimum-cost maximum-flow problem.
Several algorithms have been proposed to solve the problem in polynomial time [31], [32], [33]. It has been known
that solution guarantees that the total cost and the amount
of flow passed from the source node s to the sink node t are
maximum. Therefore, the total benefit time and the number
of prefetched data blocks can be maximized by transforming the optimal solution of the maximum-cost maximumflow problem. If a unit of flow is transmitted via di 2 Dp ,
nm 2 N, and dj 2 De , it represents that the data block di is
decided to be prefetched to the memory of node nm , and the
data block dj cached in node nm is evicted. Otherwise, if a
unit of flow is transmitted via di 2 Dp , nm 2 N, and
mk 2 M, the data prefetching of data block di will occupy
the memory block mk of node nm . Due to the cost settings of
each edge connected to the sink node t, the amount of flow
prefers to pass via the memory blocks. According to the
optimal solution of Fig. 7, the data blocks d1;6 , d1;7 , d2;8 , and
d2;7 are respectively prefetched to the nodes n1 , n3 , n2 ,
and n4 . The memory block m1 is occupied by the d2;7 . The
data blocks d2;1 , d1;3 , and d2;3 are evicted from memory.

Fig. 7. The network flow graph.

Comparing to the original heuristic algorithm, the enhanced
version can prefetch more data blocks d1;7 and d2;8 .
Note that, if the input split size of a Spark job is set to
4MB and the input split of its corresponding data block is
64 MB, the proposed mechanisms determine whether the
whole 64 MB of data block can be prefetched to an appropriate computing node in time. If the data block satisfies the
prefetching conditions, it will be accessed from the external
storage and then be divided into 4MB of input splits for the
Spark job. If a task will be launched, its corresponding data
block will be checked whether it can be prefetched in time
with considerations of the data block size and the available
memory space. In the enhanced version of heuristic algorithm, different sizes of data blocks are treated as the maximum size of data blocks. For example, 64 MB and 128 MB of
data blocks are treated as 128 MB of data blocks. The reason
is that each data block is mapping to a unit flow in the minimum-cost maximum-flow problem. It causes some 64 MB
of data blocks cannot be selected to perform prefetching
due to the limitation of available memory size. Therefore,
the enhanced version is recommended to be used when the
data block sizes are the same.

5

EVALUATION

In this section, we show our testbed experimental results.
The experiments were conducted under heterogeneous
environments to evaluate our Scheduling-Aware Data Prefetching mechanisms.

5.1 Experimental Environments
We establish our testbed environments by using XenServer
virtualization software [34] to configure 25 virtual machines
on 6 physical machines. The proposed data prefetching
mechanisms are implemented by modifying source code
of Spark 1.6.1, Alluxio 1.2.0, and Hadoop 2.7.2. All
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TABLE 2
Types of Virtual Machines
Type vCPU Memory
1
2
3
4

1
2
4
4

2 GB
4 GB
8 GB
16 GB

Disk
128 GB
256 GB
512 GB
1024 GB
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experimental runs are performed. We concern the following
metrics in each testbed run.

# VMs hosted on each PM
PM 1 PM 2 PM 3 PM 4
3
0
0
0

VOL. 30, NO. 8,

5
1
0
0

1
5
1
0

3
0
5
1





experiments run on Spark jobs using Alluxio as the external
storage system and HDFS as the under storage system. Due
to continuous upgrades of infrastructures [35], node heterogeneity has become inevitable in cloud environment. We use
four types of physical machines to establish a heterogeneous
testbed. In the testbed, three physical machines are the first
type and each is with 2 cores 2.5 GHz processor, 8 GB of
memory, and 500 GB of disk. The other three physical
machines are the second type, third type and forth type,
respectively. The second type is with 2 cores 2.50 GHz processor, 16 GB of memory, 1 TB of disk. The third type is with
quad core 3.30 GHz processor, 32 GB of memory, and 2 TB of
disk. The forth type with quad core 4.00 GHz processor,
64 GB of memory, and 4 TB of disk. The network connection
between machines is Gigabit Ethernet. Furthermore, four
types of virtual machines are configured with considerations
of heterogeneity, as shown in Table 2. The virtual machines
of type 1 are with the smallest computing capacities and storage, which can be fitted into more physical machines. Virtual
machines of type 2 and type 3 are assumed to be the machines
with common computing capacities and storage used in
cloud. The virtual machine of type 4 is of the highest computing and storage capacities for special requirements. The
virtual machine placements are set manually to use all
resources of physical machines. In each virtual machine,
25 and 25 percent of the memory are allocated for Spark and
Alluxio, respectively. For the aspect of workloads, WordCount, TeraSort, PageRank, and K-means are common
benchmarks [36], [37], [38], [39] to represent different kinds
of workloads in a big data processing system. To accurately
estimate the data access time, data transmission time, and the
task remaining time, we run these benchmarks in advance to
record relevant parameters, such as data access rates, data
transmission rates and data processing rates. In each experimental runs, these parameters are also reported to the master
node for estimating real-time performance. To predict task
assignments, a predictor is implemented to receive the status
report from computing nodes and run a virtual scheduler
when the system status is updated. Once the task assignments are predicted, the mechanisms determine which data
blocks can be prefetched in time and witch data blocks
cached in memory should be evicted.
In each experimental run, we generated 40 to 80 jobs
from the benchmark jobs and submitted to the system in a
random order. Each benchmark job is with five jobs by varying sizes of input datasets as 200 GB, 400 GB, 800 GB,
1600 GB, and 3200 GB. The five datasets are divided into
data blocks of size 64 MB, 64 MB, 128 MB, 128 MB and
128 MB, respectively. Note that, a dataset can be accessed
by multiple jobs simultaneously. After above settings, 100



Total job execution time: the sum of execution time
of all jobs.
Data prefetching rate: the number of prefetched data
blocks divided by the number of launched tasks. If a
data block has already been cached in memory when
its corresponding task is launched, the data block is
determined to be prefetched successfully.
Local access rate: the number of local-access tasks
divided by the number of launched tasks.
Algorithm computational time: the time caused by
performing the prefetching algorithm.

5.2 Experimental Results
In experimental results, we compare our proposed data prefetching mechanisms with four previous mechanisms:
default data caching used in Alluxio (DEFAULT) [5], PACMAN [19], High Performance Scheduling Optimizer
(HPSO) [21], and Taming Non-local Stragglers (TNLS) [20].
Like our proposed SADP, data prefetching is also concerned
by PACMAN, TNLS, and HPSO. However, PACMAN,
HPSO, and TNLS are proposed for MapReduce framework.
To compare with these existing mechanisms, the Hadoop
2.7.2 is modified to implement PACMAN, HPSO, TNLS,
and our proposed SADP. The modified Hadoop is able to
estimate the task remaining time and data access time.
Based on the scheduling information of Hadoop, the mechanisms are implemented by calling Alluxio to cache the specific data. In addition to the intermediate output data of
map tasks, the proposed SADP is able to prefetch and evict
the input and output data blocks of a MapReduce job to/
from memory of the external storage.
We propose three mechanisms to solve the data prefetching problem. As mentioned in Section 4.1, the proposed
canonical form of Integer Linear Programming is used to
obtain the optimal solution of data prefetching problem. The
proposed optimal solution is called O_SADP. However, the
proposed O_SADP is not suitable to deal with big datasets on
a large-scale cloud data center. In Section 5.3, we particularly
compare O_SADP with the other proposed mechanisms in a
simulation environment. A heuristic algorithm is proposed
to quickly solve the data prefetching problem, called
H_SADP. H_SADP is of eviction mechanism and is also an
extension version of data prefetching mechanism we proposed in [7]. To enhance the H_SADP, we further transform
the data prefetching problem to a maximum-cost maximumflow problem. By solving the network flow problem, we can
prefetch more data blocks in memory. To fully understand
advantages and disadvantages of the enhancement, the
enhanced version of H_SADP is also performed in experiments, called E_SADP. As for other comparisons, the proposed mechanisms are able to improve the execution
performance of multiple jobs. We adopt FIFO and Fair schedulers to schedule the job workloads.
Fig. 8 shows the comparison of the total job execution
time in testbed environments with FIFO scheduler based on
average case, best case, and worst case. Here, the total job
execution time of each mechanism is normalized against the
average total job execution time of DEFAULT. Comparing
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Fig. 8. Normalized total job execution time under FIFO scheduling. (a) 40 jobs. (b) 80 jobs.

Fig. 9. Normalized total job execution time under Fair scheduling. (a) 40 jobs. (b) 80 jobs.

with DEFAULT, PACMAN, HPSO, TNLS, H_SADP, and
E_SADP, can achieve the average improvement of the total
job execution time about 31, 22, 13, 55, and 63 percent in 40
jobs. In 80 jobs, PACMAN, HPSO, TNLS, H_SADP, and
E_SADP achieve the average improvement of the total job
execution time about 22, 17, 9, 59, and 75 percent. As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, the proposed mechanisms allow prefetching data blocks to the nodes different from where the
pending tasks will be launched. Comparing with previous
mechanisms, H_SADP and E_SADP have lower total job
execution time. DEFAULT mechanism caches data in memory only when the data is accessed. Without data prefetching, DEFAULT has the largest total job execution time.
Although PACMAN, HPSO, and TNLS support data prefetching, the prefetching deadline is not taken into account.
If a task is launched before completion of caching its input
data block, it will access the original copy from the disk.
Additional workloads of unnecessary data prefetching can
even prolong the job execution time. As shown in Fig. 8, the
total job execution times of PACMAN, HPSO, and TNLS
are longer than H_SADP and E_SADP on average. As
increasing the number of jobs, the proposed mechanism can
gain more improvement. E_SADP is 76 and 64 percent of
H_SADP in Fig. 8a and 8b, respectively. E_SADP transforms
the data prefetching problem to maximum-cost maximumflow problem, which can maximize the total benefit time
and the number of prefetched data blocks.
Fig. 9 shows the comparison of the total job execution time
with Fair scheduler in 40 jobs and 80 jobs, respectively. Comparing to DEFAULT, the other mechanisms PACMAN,
HPSO, TNLS, H_SADP, and E_SADP respectively improve

26, 16, 12, 56, and 65 percent of the total job execution time in
the 40 jobs, as shown in Fig. 9a. With multiple jobs running
simultaneously on the system, the jobs will incur longer execution time due to resource contention. In 80 jobs, the total job
execution time of PACMAN, HPSO, TNLS, H_SADP, and
E_SADP achieve 85, 90, 96, 52, and 32 percent of DEFAULT
on average, as shown in Fig. 9b. In SADP, the data eviction
policy is aware of which data blocks cached in memory that
will not be used. By releasing memory space of these unused
data blocks, SADP can achieve better memory usage. As
shown in Fig. 9, the total job execution times of H_SADP and
E_SADP are shorter than PACMAN, HPSO, and TNLS.
Figs. 10 and 11 depict the comparisons of the data prefetching rates under FIFO and Fair schedulers, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 10a, H_SADP and E_SADP have the highest data prefetching rate. H_SADP is a heuristic algorithm
which cannot guarantee to achieve optimal solution. As a
result, H_SADP is 82 percent of E_SADP. PACMAN is
respectively 53 and 45 percent of H_SADP and E_SADP. In
PACMAN, the scheduling information is not taken into
account in eviction mechanism. The data blocks that will
be used may be evicted from memory. Although it can
still prefetch the data blocks evicted, it cannot promise that
all evicted useful data block will be taken back in time.
Without eviction mechanisms, HPSO and TNLS are 82 and
65 percent of PACMAN, where TNLS has lower than HPSO
because it only takes the straggler tasks into account. As
shown in Fig. 10a, the data prefetching rate of PACMAN,
HPSO, TNLS, H_SADP, and E_SADP can achieve 2.4, 1.9,
1.6, 4.8, and 5.7 times of DEFAULT in 40 jobs. In Fig. 10b,
PACMAN, HPSO, TNLS, H_SADP, and E_SADP can

Fig. 10. Data prefetching rate under FIFO scheduling. (a) 40 jobs. (b) 80 jobs.
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Fig. 11. Data prefetching rate under Fair scheduling. (a) 40 jobs. (b) 80 jobs.

Fig. 12. Local access rate under FIFO scheduling. (a) 40 jobs. (b) 80 jobs.

Fig. 13. Local access rate under Fair scheduling. (a) 40 jobs. (b) 80 jobs.

achieve the data prefetching rate of DEFAULT by about 3.2,
2.5, 1.9, 6.8, and 8.4 times, respectively.
The Fig. 11 illustrates the comparisons of the data prefetching rate under Fair scheduler. Compared to scenario where
FIFO scheduler is used, multiple jobs running on the cluster
have higher probabilities to access the same data blocks
cached in memory. As shown in Fig. 11, with consideration of
the scheduling and data locality information, the proposed
H_SADP and E_SADP can prefetch more data blocks than
other previous mechanisms. E_SADP is able to prefetch a
data block to the memory of a remote computing node from
where the corresponding task will be launched. Therefore,
the data prefetching rate of E_SADP can be increased by 23
and 35 percent of H_SADP in 40 and 80 jobs, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 11a, PACMAN, H_SAPD, and E_SADP with
eviction mechanisms can achieve 1.8, 4.4, and 5.6 times of
data prefetching rate of DEFAULT. Without consideration of
prefetching deadline and benefit time, PACMAN, HPSO,
and TNLS only achieve by 42, 33, and 26 percent of data
prefetching rate of E_SADP. In 80 jobs, the data prefetching
rate of PACMAN, HPSO, and TNLS achieve by 35, 26, and
20 percent of E_SADP, as shown in Fig. 11b.
Figs. 12 and 13 exhibit the local access rates. Unless
DEFAULT, TNLS has lower average local access rates than
other mechanisms (PACMAN, HPSO, H_SADP, E_SADP).
The reason is that TNLS only concerns data locality of the
straggler tasks. However, the number of straggler tasks is
much less than the total number of tasks running on the cluster. HPSO applies data prefetching to improve data locality of
normal tasks. As a result, comparing with TNLS, HPSO has
higher local access rates. With eviction policy, PACMAN has

highest local access rates among the previous mechanisms.
For our proposed mechanisms, both of H_SADP and E_SADP
are higher than PACMAN. When using FIFO, the local access
rates of PACMAN only achieves 71 and 58 percent of
H_SADP and E_SADP, respectively, as shown in Fig. 12a.
Although, E_SADP has lower local access rates than
H_SADP, more data blocks can be prefetched in time. In 80
jobs, the proposed H_SADP and E_SADP are about 1.3 and
1.6 times of local access rates of PACMAN, as shown in
Fig. 12b. When using Fair scheduler, more tasks cannot access
data blocks from local memory or disks due to resource contention. Fig. 13 shows the local access rates using Fair
scheduler.
The proposed H_SADP and E_SADP still have higher
local access rates. In above experiments, the average computational time of PACMAN, HPSO, TNLS, H_SADP, and
E_SADP is 0.0034s, 0.0028s, 0.0018s, 0.0016s, and 0.0052s in
40 jobs, respectively. DEFAULT passively caches data
blocks when data accessing, so there is no computational
overhead. The computational times of PACMAN, HPSO,
and TNLS are lower but close to H_SADP. E_SADP has the
highest computational time. Comparing with H_SADP, it
increases 68 percent. The following section

5.3 Evaluation of Algorithm Computational Time
In this section, we performed simulations to evaluate our
proposed mechanisms. In the simulation experiments, we
used MatLab [40] to evaluate the computational time of
O_SADP, H_SADP, and E_SADP. The simulations were
conducted on a physical server with 2.50 GHz processor,
16 GB of memory, 1 TB of disk. We assume that 50 and 100

CHEN ET AL.: DATA PREFETCHING AND EVICTION MECHANISMS OF IN-MEMORY STORAGE SYSTEMS BASED ON SCHEDULING FOR BIG...

jobs run on 350-node and 3500-node cloud data centers.
Each job is associated with [8TB, 16 TB, 32 TB] of input dataset, and each computing node is associated with 8 executors
to run the tasks in parallel. The input dataset consists of 128
MB, 128 MB, and 256 MB data blocks, respectively. The initial number of available executors is randomly ranged from
25 to 75 percent of executors in the system. The tasks in a
job is associated with a processing speed tp ranged from
0.5 to 5. The execution time of a task t is assumed to be tp
divided by the size of its data block. Totally 100 runs are
performed in the simulations.
The average algorithm computational time of the proposed
O_SADP, H_SADP, and E_SADP is respectively 0.0847s,
0.0056s, and 0.0144s in 50 jobs. In 100 jobs, the computational
time of O_SADP, H_SADP, and E_SADP is 4.1526s, 0.0749s,
and 0.2342s, respectively. O_SADP is longer than H_SADP
and E_SADP. The reason is that O_SADP needs to calculate
the all conditional equations for obtaining optimal solution. If
O_SADP is applied in a large-scale data center, the deadline
violation of data prefetching can be increased due to the long
computational time. To adapt SADP in cloud, a greedy
method of H_SADP is used for reducing the computational
time. By sacrificing the optimal solution, the computational
time of H_SADP is about 0.0056s and 0.0749s, respectively. To
boost the benefit time of H_SADP, the data prefetching problem is transformed to a maximum-cost maximum-flow problem. By solving the maximum-cost maximum-flow problem,
the number of prefetched data blocks can be effectively
increased and then the benefit data access time can be
increased. Additionally, comparing with O_SADP, E_SADP
also has a relatively lower computational time. In 100 jobs, the
computational time of E_SADP is about 5 percent of
O_SADP. Compare to H_SADP, E_SADP only increases 3.12
times of computational time. However, the computational
time is only about 0.2342s.

6

CONCLUSION

We have investigated the data prefetching problem in a largescale cloud data center. Considering each computing node in
the cloud has limited memory resources, we provide the
Scheduling-Aware Data Prefetching to accelerate the progress
of big data processing. First, we formulate a canonical form of
Integer Linear Programming for obtaining optimal solution.
To make the data prefetching mechanism accommodate to a
large-scale cloud data center, we also propose a heuristic algorithm to prefetch and evict data to/from memory in accordance with job scheduling information. To increase the data
prefetching rates, we also proposed an enhanced version of
the heuristic algorithm. The SADP has been implemented in a
real-testbed. The evaluation results show that the proposed
mechanisms can efficiently perform the data prefetching in
big data processing. Comparing with the default mechanism
used in Alluxio, the proposed mechanism can achieve at least
29 percent reduction of the total job execution time in heterogeneous environment.
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